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Lifewire I have a series of OK memes. Many people have subtitles ok or ok. There are also spinoffs featuring Spiderman and other characters. One such meme, Saitama OK, comes from a Japanese webcomic called One-Punch Man, in which the protagonist is often indifferent to the action around him. Sometimes
someone raises the OK hand signal. The word OK is either used to be dismissive or to communicate with one's okayness indeed. OK memes are almost always restrained. Many OK memes feature Saitama's One-Punch Man with a variety of subtitles indicating how little you care about a particular situation. Other times
memes are used as a sarcastic answer to a question. Example #1:Image: Panel of one-punch man webcomic, featuring SaitamaText: OKMeaning: Saitama unfazed is just about everything. That's his business. Example #2:Picture: No picture, just words. Text: Okay = not crazy. Ok = crazy. K = crazy afMeaning: How to
decode responses to text messages. In case you weren't nervous enough. Example #3:Picture: okay guy's drawing. Text: OKAYMeaning: Okay-guy is one of the many OK meme mascots. It's part of a subculture called anger comics, and its origins are unclear. But it's clean. It's all right, it's all right. For more examples,
including links to the original, check out the full list of the five funniest OK memes: No matter what you throw at it, Saitama is fine. The three types of text message responses you encounter are communication hell. When you say you're okay, but you're resigned to a miserable life. Don't worry about Spider-Man. We are
all after a fruitless online argument. Gza Blint Ujvrosi/Getty Images Monday is anyone's favorite day of the week? These Monday memes seem to suggest that Monday is not only the worst day of the week, but probably the day when the world ends. Although we're not sure anyone will notice, as it will happen on
Monday. On Monday, you seem to always wish it was Tuesday and dream about Friday. Before giving the impression that Monday always happens without good, keep in mind that this is a Monday that sells the traditional beginning of summer. American football is played on Monday night, and Dingus Monday is
celebrated at the polka festival. While Monday may be reamed most by working audiences as the day the work week begins, it is also the day that is related to the holidays and the three-day weekend. So Mondays have a good and bad side, which is an obvious topic for memes. You're either monday or against them. It
seems to be the most important issue in Monday's memes, and the boy is also the meme creators have fun representing these contrasts. Monday's memes are about extremes, how much you don't like Mondays, or how much you love Mondays at the start of the new week. No matter which side you come down on,
there's a Monday meme for you. Monday's memes are about your daily love or lack of joy for another week. During a review of popular Monday memes, Say Monday as a scary day for the more common form of the meme, but also found many memes showing up there as the sun. Monday memes are used to make
others know what's going on Monday, prefer to stay in bed and hide from the sun or get up and head to see what the sun brings. Want to learn more about Monday's memes and then read to see the top ten Monday memes we found. You don't like our choices? You can make your own memes with one of these 10
popular meme generator devices. It's so hard to resist a hot cup of hot coffee. That's especially true Monday morning. Maybe if you pretend there's no Monday like this Minion, it'll go away! Who ordered a Monday-sized coffee to get through the day? Was it you? Because he's here. These dolls faces also represent the
mood around every day of the week. Well, do they? It's from a dog, that raspberry is special. Who did the same thing once or twice when a Monday went around? Hello, Corgi. We feel better after seeing this Corgi meme. Are you? Hen men can't wait to take over the world any day of the week. But there's something
really good about doing it on Monday. Who snarled when it was Monday? This cute little fluffer did it. Time is relative, and when Monday rolls around you experience time slowing down the crawl, as it did with Mercury. The grumpy cat is always grumpy, but on Monday it's extra grumpy, and that's because you're grumpy
and you share and you don't like people who share. Picture: PexelsLook, we're all guilty of participating in a thoughtless meme or two, and it's all fun and fun until they steal your identity. Like Alexis Kleinman, Mic's tech editor, tweets, those seemingly innocuous Facebook questions about comment that pass the time at
work aren't always as innocuous as it seems. People can also use them to collect personal information: Kleinman wrote about it here. A year ago, internet privacy people warned people not to participate in the meme in which they listed 10 concerts and friends guessed which they were not involved in. He often
accompanied a note at the first concert, according to USA Today, which is a popular security issue. G/O Media can receive commissions while some professionals said concerns were overblened, others said they were open invitations to hackers. It's just that avoiding questions is the safest thing to do. Or, as Lifehacker
suggested, use false answers to safety questions: Your first car? Just write the car of your dreams or the car you want to buy. Mom's maiden name? Relax, just put that unpleasant expression he used for kindness before he asked you to do those dishes. As long as these answers are not searchable, you need to
generate incorrect responses and keep them safe. Of course, he wants to be sure that he can track all the false answers he's got. and making new false answers safe means that with other secure data. Contact your favorite password manager to store security questions and answers (or better). You can create a table of
all or just write questions and fake answers in the notes area of the appropriate site or service (assuming you've got the manager of your choice). Here are some other safety indicators. Remember, everyone knows your mother's maiden name, so pick a stronger security question. And maybe skip posting the royal
wedding guest's name on a public Facebook thread. How do memes circulate? Why are memes circulating? What does it mean to express your feelings, attitudes, and even politics through memes? This three-day mini-course will show you the story of GIFs and memes, assess the use and abuse of memes and ask you
to create your own memes. By the end of the course, you will have a better understanding of meme culture and be able to engage more deeply with this new folk art form. What's so funny about memes? What's so serious about memes? How do you make meaningful memes? Get an instructor-signed certificate with the
institution's logo to check your performance and increase your job opportunitiesAdd your certificate to your resume either again or post it directly to LinkedInAdd yourself an additional incentive to complete the course at EdX, a non-profit, relying on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone worldwide Ah,
memes. As social media continues to grow and thrive, as it has embraced a growing number of people who are spending more and more time online, so too are the memes that spread across the platform. They tend to multiply around holidays like these dad joke memes can. It's extremely difficult (and perhaps even
impossible) to try putting the best memes on a list of the top 10 memes of all time, especially given that there are so many great ones that grace our screens over the years. And depending on which social networks you want to use, as well as what your friends tend to share, you agree or disagree with what follows in the
list below. Whatever you think deserves a spot on the list of top 10 memes, you'll also see on this list one of the most memorable on the largest scale - so you won't find many niche memes here like My Name Is Jeff or No Memes, or Various SpongeBob Memes. If you spend any time on social media, you've probably
seen photos, videos, or links to most of them at least once. If you have a meme you want to create, do it! Maybe yours will be on the list. You don't have to be a heavy internet user to know that cats are a big deal online. LOLcats refer to the variety of pictures of cats that get posted online along with funny captions with
large white text. Called lolspeak, the subtitles almost always feature poor spelling and grammatical added humor. was a blog that took inspiration from the LOLcat meme and brought it to a whole new level At its peak in 2007, the site received more than 1.5 million hits each day. If it leaves you scratching your head like
that, you're probably not alone. All Your Base Are Belong to Us is a catchphrases that comes with the 1989 video game Zero Wing, so if every meme on this list doesn't seem so familiar, it's probably this ancient! According to Know Your Meme, as early as 1998 and the early 2000s, it began to inflate on internet
discussion forums. The Internet was a very different place back then, and social media, as we know, exists virtually none today. Despite its early origins, you can also hear the slogan used on Twitter, Tumblr, Facebook, and other places online even today. You heard he played on the radio a million times throughout the
80s, 90s, and even the 2000s. People started deceiving people by clicking on links that gave them the expectation of taking something useful or fun to a website - but instead they'd be sent to a clip of Rick singing his classic hit song. When someone fell for it, it was common to rickrolledel. Back in 2010, people couldn't
get enough of this YouTube video that featured a guy filming two rainbows in the sky and immediately freaked out (as shown by his hysterical voice in the background). The video, uploaded by YouTube user Hungrybear9562 (whose real name is Paul Vasquez), went viral after going unnoticed on YouTube for months just
before Jimmy Kimmel appeared on his show. Microsoft ended up using Vasquez and his meme in an ad to promote Windows Live Photo Gallery. There was a time back in 2011 when Rebecca Black's name remained a worldwide popular Twitter thread for days on end (and perhaps even longer than a week). She went
insanely viral with her cringeworthy song Friday and accompanying the music video that was discovered on YouTube just months after it was uploaded. The teen pop music video was heavily criticized and even hated featuring an awful lot of autotune, bleadic lyrics, and ridiculous cinematography. You could say it went
viral for all the wrong reasons. Tardar Sauce the grumpy cat is arguably the most famous internet meme cat of all time. She got her claim to fame after a photo of her distinct eyebrow wrinkle face was uploaded to Reddit, setting off a wave of inspiration for new meme photos with hilarious captions that perfectly
encapsulated discontent, annoyance, and other overly exaggerated negative feelings. Since then, he has turned the big money out of his merchandise as well as the 2014 holiday feature film. Gangnam Style was one of those memes that just didn't die, and it became much bigger than anyone expected. The hilariously
hilarious and catchy K-Pop music video by Korean artist Psy was the anthem of 2012 and is still being the most watched YouTube all time. YouTube actually had to update its view counter to track all of its views, which were viewed as more than 2.6 billion as of October 2016 and have nearly 10 million thumbs. Somewhat
similar to the staying power of Gangnam Style, Dosse was another meme that people quickly got tired of seeing, but didn't seem to fade quickly enough. Doge refers to the misspelled, slang term for the dog.. This meme consisted of an image of a side-eyed Shiba Inus, which was often photoshopped into various
wallpapers and paired with captions such as wow, much [adjective] and very [noun]. The wording was designed to resemble the very simple and not very intelligent thought process of a dog. Tony Anderson/Getty Images Back in the summer of 2014, it's likely they encountered at least one or two videos of people
dumping buckets of water on their heads shared with friends on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and anywhere else where videos can be shared. The meme challenge was inspired by the ALS Association to create more attention and money for ALS/Lou Gehrig's disease research. From big celebs to high-profile politicians,
everyone participated in the fundraising campaign, which eventually raised $220 million worldwide. To put an end to this top 10 memelist who forgot to include that mind-blowing outfit that totally exploded on the internet? Accompanied by the post-Tumblr dress, the simple question is, what color is this dress? it sparked a
worldwide controversy where some people claimed to dress like white and gold, and others saw it as blue and black. Finally, great blogs were publishing long posts about how light affects color sensing. In the end, it turned out that this dress was indeed blue and black. Black.
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